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A B S T R A C T 

Panyam study area situated in Kurnool sub-basin, India. This study area covered with different geological formations from place to place. Radiometric 

studies  which is a very good tool for geological mapping,  were carried out to identify the anomalies corresponding to  these  formations. From the 

interpretation of  Radiometric contour map the anomalies  can be noticed easily  which are maximum correlate with these formations.  For convenience two 

geological boundaries BL1 and BL2 also drawn in this map. Below boundary line-BL1, the larger area mostly covered with Nandyal shales, exhibit high 

values > 7 μR/hr except at the   soil cover areas. The low anomalies < 3 μR/hr  are observed above BL2  line, due to  Panyam quartzites.  The  zone between 

BL1 and BL2 covered with  Koilakuntla Limestone with Nandyal shales exhibit different anomalies low to high.  
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1. Introduction 

Radiometric studies are  very important tool for geological mapping in geophysical studies. Generally all rocks  are radioactive, because  radio elements  

present  even though to a minute extent. Uranium  is the predominant  and the  secondary uranium deposits occurred as weathering of   the primary 

deposits  in  the sedimentary rock  formations like sandstones  and conglomerates. (Venkat Rao, 1977; Labani Roy, 2015; k.k.1995; Prakash et al., 2017). 

The  activity of  these rocks generally  less than  the acidic rocks. Among  these rocks specially in shale, clays and saline   deposits show high  radiometric 

values due to large amounts of radio elements like in granites. Sandstones show medium  radiometric.  Rock salt, limestones,  gypsum, anthracite, 

dolomites, coals, pure quartz sands, shows low values due  to   very low radioactive elements. In the Metamorphic rocks gneisses and schist show high 

values and Marbles and quartzites show low values (Bhimasankaram, 1974;1980). The radiometric method  is usually  carried out  for geological 

mapping,  only  very near surface investigations maximum 0.5 m depth.  The areas  covered with soil  also  very difficult  to  identify  the anomaly 

(Bhimasnkaram,1974; Murali  and Patangay, 2006). 

 

2. Geology of the study area 

The study area Panyam mandal situated in the Kurnool district of Andhra Pradesh, India. Geologically this Kurnool district comes under Kurnool Basin. 

In the study area mainly Nandyal Shale, Koilakuntla limestone and Panyam Quartzites are covered. The startigraphy of this Kurnool basin is given in the 

Table-1.  
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Table 1. Stratigraphy of the Kurnool Basin (after Nagaraja Rao et. al., 1987) 

 

 

 

 

3. Radiometric Data Acquisition 

Radiometric studies were carried out  in the study area using  the Scintillometer instrument (SM-141) , along the  eleven profiles P1 to P11 (Figure 1)  

with station interval of    200 m.  The units are μR/hr (Ramachandra Rao, 1993). About  340 readings were  measured   very carefully. These profiles  are 

maximum  oriented in NE-SW, E-W and NW-SE directions.  In this study it is clearly observed that the  variations  of   radiometric anomalies  are 

corresponding  to shallow surface geology. and soil areas.  

 

 

 

Figure 1 Layout map of the Radiometric survey, overlaid on the  geology map of the study area (modified after GSI, 2005). 
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4. Interpretation of Radiometric Contour Map 

All the data along the profiles were generated contour map (Figure 2), shown with layout pattern.  The contour interval  is 1 μR/hr. The two geological 

boundaries BL1  and  BL2 are shown  in this map which is drawn based on geology map  of the study area.  From the observations in the radiometric 

contour map  of the study area reveals the anomaly variations from place to place. Very low values < 3 μR/hr can be seen in the northern side and 

southeastern side, showed in blue colour. Very high values > 7 μR/hr can be seen  southwestern side, central part and eastern side, showed in red and pink 

colour. Medium values from 3 μR/hr to 7 μR/hr are noticed in the middle part of the study area, showed in green and orange colour. 

 

 

 

Figure 2 Radiometric contour map of the study area  along with profiles (P1 to P11) 

 

 

5. Results and conclusions 

From the interpretation of the radiometric  contour map it is brought out clear lithological variation according to different  formations. Beneath the 

boundary line-BL1, the large area from middle to south zone covered mostly with Nandyal shales, exhibit high values except at the   soil cover areas in 
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Madduru, Pusluru and Thogarichedu villages. Generally radiometric studies unable to measure properly in soil cover areas and shows low values   < 2 

μR/hr. In the North-West side above BL2  line, where Panyam quartzites  are spread show low radiometric anomalies. The  zone between BL1 and BL2 

covered with  Koilakuntla Limestone with Nandyal shales exhibit different anomalies. The reason for this  variation is very low anomaly reveals the 

covering of limestones and high anomaly convey presence of shales.  
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